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out by a major record label? "If the price is
right. Believe it or not, it's alI business," says
bassist Mike Long. Hellnaw begs to differ, "l 'd
rather be my own boss than have someone tell
me what to do." And that's what Capitol Eye is
all about - great music and keeping it real.
Throughout the strong album.. you can hear
the different stages they go through - the mellow ("Ms. Jane"), the dark ("The Dice Roll:'
whose verses are completely rapped through a
CB radio). and everything in between.
Whoever listens to the album wilI identify with
many of the songs. Take for instance, "What
My Eyes Have Seen:' which talks about backstabbers and phonies. "When I was with a
group called Tha Mexakinz, I could tell you
about alI kinds of fake sh-t that went on. I could
tell you about bitches that are fake; they're only
there to get one thing and just to act unreal
about it. I'm pretty sure everyone has been in
similar
situations."
Absolutely.
.. .Rakim, KRS-One, Common. and Eminem are
just some of the names on l-Man's list of
favorite rappers. "All these guys are lyrical
pros,"
praises
Archuleta.
"The Dice Roll," which is· rapped through a
CB radio (as mentioned before) is a very contemplative and slow-moving song. "That song
to me is about this drunk trucker drivin' down
the highway. Nobody to talk to, but had a lot on
his mind. He was just spitting out what he felt
as far as living his life," comments )-Man, on
the song's meaning, "The way the dice roll is
sort of similar to going down a long road by
yourself." Sauce's sneaky wah-wah riff, gives
the song the feel of driving alone on the street
at two in morning.
And if there's any song that someone could
relate to, it's "Amnesia." The ex-Mexakinz
member humorously comments: "I don't if
you're familiar with the term "strobe-light
honey," but in the club, you know how lights
could really make a female look good. You take
her outside and talk to her in the nice light, and
see her gold teeth, and she's not nice. So what
you wanna do is forget about the situation."
OK, maybe not the gold teeth, but yes, we all
DEFINITELY get the point. And that's why the
song is called what it is.
So what does Capitol Eye hope for its future?
Sauce hopes to headline major venues and have
a world 'tour," Hellnaw hopes that" people will .enjoy the music, Damion hopes to go platinum,
and Mike hopes to travel the world.
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Start packing your bags.
For more information on Capitol Eye and to
purchase the CD, visit 77records.com and capitoleye.com
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Almost Famous: See Penny Lane: the Band-Aid!
.",

come up in. Lester is a major driving force and
leaning block for William and Philip Seymour
does a beautiful job of pulling that roll off to
perfection.
The Stillwater group as a whole did a terrific
job of engaging the viewer into the life of a
band trying to break into the scene and portray
its music to the world. The struggle itself can
be personified in the character of Russell
Hammond (Billy Crudup). who has probably
the hardest time of the group in adjusting to the
new found fame and his role as the groups
spotlight in the fans and critics eyes.
This is a movie you don't want to pass up.
Through the struggles of William, the tensions
of Stillwater, and the overall side conflicts.
"Almost Famous" will hook you in with its
touching tale, and its humorous antics throughout the movie.

by Jessica Rubenstein and
Dave Martinez
Senior StaH Writer and
Arts Editor
Cameron Crowe's first film since his
Academy Award winning hit "Jerry Maguire"
is a hilarious coming of age film that is truly a
can't miss. Crowe drew inspiration from his
own days as a "Rolling Stone" magazine
reporter and manifested his experience into the
fictional ized account 'of his early reporting life
in "Almost Famous."
The movie itself centers around the life of a 15
year old boy named William (Patrick Fugit), an
unabashed fan of music, who draws inspiration
by the seminal bands of his time. His love: for
music manifests in a dream of becoming a
writer for magazines such as "Creern" and
"Rolling Stone." Through his many submissions to "Creern" magazine and a chance meeting with his long time music idol. Lester Bangs
(Philip Seymour). Wiffiam pursues his passions further, and he lands himself an assignment from "Rolling Stone" magazine that
allows him to go on the road and interview a
hot up and coming band by the name of
"Sti lIwater "
"Stillwater:' lead by guitarist Russell
Hammond (Billy Crudup), and lead singer Jeff
Blake (Jason Lee). reluctantly allows William
to trav el w ith the band. Being a reporter,
Stillwaters reluctance to let him in is only natural since a reporter is usually the guy that
makes or breaks a bands image. Keeping that
in mind , the band tries to work its way into
'Williams life by letting him into theirs.

By Dave Martinez Arts Editor
(asylumdave@hotmail. com)
Juggalos worldwide, celebrate! The Insane
Clown
Posse
has
finally
released
their first full length movie. "Big Money
Hustlas," directed by John Cafiero in
his debut.
Of course, the rest of the world may not even
know ICP came out with a movie,
or for that maner, they may not even know
who ICf' is, but that's the way the
Psychopathic Family wants it to be. Straight
to
YHS
baby.
Keeping true
to
their creed of being the "Label that runs
beneath
the streets,"
The
Wicked
Clownz have come up with a wicked film
strictly for their fans that leaves all
their Juggalos in stitches.
Reverting to the old time good guy vs. bad
guy ghetto movies of the 70's, ICP
has come up wi th a film that is a laugh a
minute.
New York City is coming apart at the seams.
Crime is
up, the city's cops are
corrupt, and there is seemingly no solution to
the cities ailments.ln comes Sugar Bear
(Shaggy 2 Dope), the legendary 'Frisco cop
who has a resume a mile long, including sav-

ing a bunch of refugees from a grenade by
swallowing it. Sugar Bear, along. with the
donut loving Chief (JOIIlIllY Blennan, Creatorof the Jerky Boys), and the only other clean
cop on the force, Harry Cox (Harland
Williams), are looking to take down the crime
ring run by the most evil, diabolical criminal
ever, Big Baby Sweets (Violent J).
Big Baby Sweets has all the criminal activity
running under his power. Everything from
drugs. prostitution, muggings, infomercial rip offs and even those guys that sell fake gold on
the streets are all under Big Baby Sweets command. This guy even has the Catholic Church
in his back pocket. Now thats some power.
Sugar Bear tries to take this menace out, getting some help along the way from the legendary Dolemite (Rudy Ray Moore), and characters such as Dr. Dinglerurt (Stephan Kudek).
Cactus Sac (Mankind from the WWF). Bootleg
Greg (Fred "Rerun" Berry from "Whats
Happenin!"), Green Willie (Myzery) and Hack
Benjamin (Jump Steady) each make guest
appearances as we II.
With the many twists and turns in this movies
plot and its ever present sophmoric humor, you
can't help but love it. Oh and by the way, Big
Stank and Lil ' Poot (Twiztid's own Jamie
Madrox and The Monoxide Child) steal the
show right along with Harry Cox. They will
have ya rollin'.
This movie is vulgar, obscene, violent, and full
of sexual jokes and references. Every other
word is f*ck this and mother f*cker that.
Obviously, its a winner. 5 stars all the way,
baby.
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(Frances McDormandL He receives help from
a 100.eh
. "band aid" Penny Lane (Kate Hudson)
along the way as he is drawn further into the
bands inner circle.
~

As the Journey goes from city to city, Williams
attachment to the band itself begins to cloud
his objectiv it) to tell his story honestly. He
becomes more and more involved in the
d) narrucs of the group and allows himself to be
swayed by the their opinions and their acceptance of him
Ultimately: he learns lessons
dealing with family importance - "The ones
we inherit. and the ones we create" - and the
overall ups and downs of being a music
reporter.
Patrick Fugits portrayal of the character of
William is absolutely perfect. With every
action he takes and every heartfelt moment he
encounters. )OU feel what William is feeling.
you sympathize \\ ith Williams struggles and
his own professional and personal clashes with
the band Cameron Crowe couldn't have made
:1 better choice for this character than Fugit.
Philip St.:,:. mour docs an amazmg job play 109
the role ,)1 \\ iiliarn '... mentor as we l! He IS a
character that needed to he IOUlli;.. and strongI) portray cd for each small cameo \\ c see him
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William leav es school and journeys with the
band despite objections from his mother
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By David Martinez
Arts Editor

By Jeffrey Belsky
Arts Editor

Oh my G-d! Electronic and rap music comBombastic, white-boy rap IS
bined with ~hs and aahs from porn stars. Yes!
exactly. what you expect out of the
Yes! Yes! A few big time stars as well as
Kottonmouth Kings and that's exactly
unknowns have lent their work and filthy
. what they 'give you. I can't help but love
words to this one-of-a-kind compilation, prewhite-boy rap, but J just got tiredof this
sented by cybererotica.com. With an album
album after only listening to it four or five
called Deep Porn, it's no wonder Kid Rock
times. The song content is, by far, the
appears on this CD, teaming up with Midori on
··F.M.A." Midori also teams up with WIDE
largest amount of stupidity that I have
(Liquid Todd from K-~ock and Dr. Luke) on
heard in a long time. These guys love
"Zap."
weed and believe that marijuana is the
Most of the CD is nothing worth
missing link. The hook form the approprispending your money on (a porn mag would do
ately titled track, "Peace Not Greed,"
better). A lot of the beats and lyrics are low tier
delivers their warped message, "How
and too filthy
would life be if the world smoked weed?
to deal with.
IGuaranteed there'd be peace not greed.
Some tracks
ISee it's Hell. I Livin' in a cell. I Legalize
you
could
the plant. I Only time will tell." HAHAdance to or
even
exercise
HAHA! I knew a lot of guys "like that
to. A big downwhen I was in high school. I cannot deal
side on most of
with any album that does not have any
versatility. With the exception of two
songs, every track on this album is, not
m.oanlOg
IS :rW} ·tt..\;:;;)·
close, nor similar, but exactly the same.
barely audible,
" ...
How many times can a group of so-called
and the point
artists rhyme the words, bong, weed, high,
of buying the
bud, reefer, or joint? That is not talent.
CD is to hear
the fantastic
The first of the two cool tracks is "Wickit
moans of some
Klowns" featuring the Insane Clown
of
these peoPosse. ICP rip up the rnic, as usual, while
ple, isn't it?
the Kottonmouth Kings rapped for their
And who else
life to keep up with the clowns. Definitely,
but
George
the best song on the ·track is "Crucial'
Clinton
which has a hot rap-rock sound with a
deserves a spot
hypnotizing hook. Those two songs are
on this disc? He ends the CD with "Spankaeasily available on Napster. so I recomVision," featuring the lovely Shayla LaVeaux
(pictured above). Let's put it this way -~her
mend those two on your next MP3 search
moaning is so .good, if Bob Dole ran out of
experience. As for getting the album,
Viagra and didn't have time to go to the phardon't run out to get it unless you plan on
macy, he could listen to this track and get bethaving a huge pot-party, or really like to
ter results (but make sure Elizabeth isn't
watch the movie "Half-Baked," while
watching, you naughty boy).
smoking a fat J.

:~:f~7~~~:·~ . .

Mudvayne's debut CD ·'L.D. 50"
follows the pattern of many shock rock acts of
the past but it adds on to that just a tinge of
the new age metal that has invaded the air
waves creating a maniacal, brain-racking
sound that only the true metal enthusiast can
appreciate.
Drawing much of their influence
from acts such as Slipknot and Korn,
Mudvayne's relentless sensory attack, lead by
front man Kud and bassist Ryan, takes much
of those bands aspects and displays it prominently in their music. Listening to L.D. 50 is
like listening to the bass attack of Kom and
the ripping vocals of Corey Taylor of

Slipknot in one heart-stopping sound. It's
very prevalent throughout the album where
these face-painted lunatics get their influences
from.
The songs basically have the same
ingredients to them, which makes for a very
repetitive album, though there are a few songs
that stand out. "Monolith" followed by t'Dig"
layout the essential sound that is achieved
throughout the CD. Songs like "-I" shows
the wide range of vocal levels from Kud who
can sing and growl with the best of them.
"Nothing to Gein" is also a very versatile
song, which vocally, lyrically and musically
defines the band. It is definitely a track that
stands out in the uniform compilation of
nightmare-induced tunes.
Mudvayne shows promise in their
debut album. They are a great live act, which
is besides the point. but they need to define
.their own sound a little bit more if they want
to make' a bigger impression on the metal
scene. See them live, and if you would like to
see what would happen if Slipknot and Kom
had a kid and Marilyn Manson decided to corrupt him a bit, then pick up L.D. 50. It will
be your answer.
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By Robert Hidalgo
Contributor
With Nelly's debut album having hit
die double platinum-plus status in only six
weeks one has to wonder whether this phenomenon is the result of everyone in St. Louis
going out and supporting the only hip-hip
artist they have with a real·shot to make it in
the rap world. In 1996 Nelly and his crew, St.
Lunatics, had a semi-hit single titled "Gimmie
What You Got", but Nelly obviously had the
true talent and scored an opportunity with
Universal Records. He has a sound that is
only matched by Bone Thugs. Nelly style is
easier to understand than the harmonious
thugs and that is the reason why he is having
so much commercial success.
Forget about just
the hip-hop
world, Nelly's
single "Country
Grammar" is
getting love from
the pop world.
Nelly's video is
a regular on
MTV's TRL,
and the song
even gets airplay
on the NY metro
area's bubblegum radio station, WHTZ's ZIOO. Besides
the hit single "Country Grammar", Nelly has
two other definite radio-ready tracks. ··E.I." is
another track that has the potential to blow up
as easily as "Country Grammar", only
because the sound so much alike. The other
track is "Ride With Me", which has a catchy
hook sung by City Spud, and is definitely the
best song on the album. The main problem
with this album and Nelly as an artist is that
the songs sound alike. "Ride With Me" stands
out because it has a different sound. Nelly
has proven that he is not just a local winner,
but ifhe expects to continue his career, he
needs to become more versatile and strengthen his mic skills for

By Jeffrey Belsky.
Arts Editor
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The Motor City Pimp has already sold 9
million copies of Devil Without A Cause, so
with an album title like The History of
Rock. Kid Rock can boast all he wants. It is
a compilation of earlier songs from his previous CDs, The Polyfuze Method, and Early
Mornin' Stoned Pimp. Some songs Iike
"Prodigal Son" are re-recorded for the better (Kid Rock actually sings, it isn't that
bad)~'~om~2-IrA-Aic~'TsatYpicaThigh~-'

way rock n' roll song, and "My Oedipus
Complex" is also updated, featuring
Twisted Brown Trucker (Kid Rock's backing band). About halfthe CD is great,
especially "American Bad-Ass," featuring a
sample of Metallicas "Sad But True," in
which Kid Rock raps, "Boy bands are
trash" (which I, as well as many people,
agree with). If you ever wanted to know
Kid Rock before he became big, then this
disc is for you.
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By David Martinez
Arts Editor
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With in your face lyrics, and a sound to
. match, The Union Underground is exploding
on the scene and beginning to pick up
momentum on the airwaves. Their premeire
song on .....An Education in Rebellion" is
"Tum me on Mr. Deadman," which has a
catchy hook and an excellent heavy, unique
sound.
---To describe The Union Underground in a
few words, they are an Alice in Chains sound
with sorric-ekclrolfi-c-a-mss-ed in to grvetrtbat
nightmarish Marilyn Manson type feel to it.
"Revolution Man" is the definition of their
sound. This is also another song in the album
that just takes over the mind. You will be
humming it all day long. Trust me. its happened to me.
"Bitter" as well is a song with a loud message and alot of bite.
The Union Underground. in their debut
album. come across as a promisingly good
over all metal/rock band. Pick up ....An
Education in Rebellion" in stores everywhere.
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By Robert Hidalgo
Contributor
Swizz seemed to lose his awesome beatmaking abilities once Dr. Dre returned
on the scene with full force. Swizz
Beats is a young, bright individual, who
should take several years off: and give
everyone a break. He could come back
more relaxed and mature and give us
some quality stuff As for the lyrics
being stupid. maybe I am just being too
nice. They were atrocious! The only
track that was decent was "The Great"
featuring DMX. DMX is the only member of Ruff Ryders that sounds-like he
knows what he is doing on the mic.
Even Jadakiss strikes zero interest,
because of his awful, monotonous and
boring delivery. Yung Wun has an interesting sound, but his lyrics are garbage.
Ruff Ryders is going to catch a serious
brick on the charts, because these guys
sound like amateurs going nowhere.
I

•

Anyone who knows anything about the NY
underground rap world knows who Big Lis,
and why he is revered as one of the greatest
M.C.~s that never had a chance.
Underground rap is filled with a lot of artists
who don't have a record deal, don't have a
video on MTV's TRL, or don't give a shit
about anything. but making hot, hardcore
music. Out of that large amount of artists in
that unique music scene, Big L was one of
the several rappers who actually had the
potential to grab the entire hip-hop world by
the neck and squeeze it into submission.
Most likely, though, only those who have a
love for the underground will be able to truly
appreciate this record. The Big Picture
boasts Big L delivering lyrics, lyrics, and
more lyrics. This kid had rhymes for days,
'lut unfortunately his life was cut short outside of Harlem in February of 1999. Through
investigation it was found that the bullets
were actually meant for someone else. This
was the life that Big L's main song content
was about. In fact, Big L mentions himself
dying on several tracks of this album. Big L
also explails the meanings of almost every

slang word you could ever expect to hear on
NYC streets, on a song that is an unrelenting
display of rhyming skills, called 66Ebonics".
There is also a track featuring the late-great
Tupac Shakur, which is almost eerie, but
what is more eerie is that the song is titled,
"Deadly Combination". Now this would
definitely have been an excellent collaboration, but the song.begins to strike a nerve in.
my heart when I hear Tupac spit a verse that
was never meant to be on a song with Big L,
and the stabbing at my heart becomes even
more painful when Big L states that he is a
bad boy like Notorious B.1.0. I doubt Big L
would have ever mentioned Biggie's name
on a track featuring Tupac. Despite that
absurdity, and the fact that most of the beats
are pretty weak, Big L's lyrical onslaught
overshadows. any flaws. Certainly, the most
unfortunate aspect about the album. is that it
is another example-of a wasted talent. Big L
was just another'phenomenal rap artist wasted by the murderous world that he so brilliantly described in his music.
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By Robert Hidalgo
Contributor
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his versatility with slow reggae-sty le songs,
underground tracks, and the song "It
.0>
Doesn't Matter" is redone in Creole!
0> 0
-W
Speaking of "It Doesn't Matter," I am
o
~O>
.
assuming
that it doesn't matter to Wyclef
~.r:,
that that song is a carbon copy of Slick
Rick's "Mona Lisa." I would be content
By Rob Hidalgo
with watching the video for that song done
C omributor
over with Slick Rick
in a room wearing
You just have to give it up for Wyclef,
his chains and having .
.
because he finally dropped a hip-hop album
a bunch of Hype
.... .:
...
,
• that is actuaUy good enough to say that it is
William's Girls 'kiss- ~' l$!\<:J.;··;;))I\~~1
good. Since Eminem's The Marshall
ing his rings while
4:~'}r"\) ~.
Mathers LP, there has not been one hip-hop
Wycle~ is shameless- ·:l.i4FrY~ iilr!"J~';. .~
album worth wiping your ass with. Wyclef
ly kissing The
~
p,.. . .~i .:'t.
starts off the album with an excellent skit
Ruler's ass for allow- ~. . ?~:" 'k,:1 "~yl; r:
that fittingly intioduces_thefl!st song,
._i~gJ1111"1 to ~opy his ~,l:-:;;-?: ·:,/"::~:.~V~;'*~ .
"Where Fugees At." I don't know if I reallegendary s~le. ~ am;:' ': ~~"'·J":i:(.:1i~~~~·~:"-'":~-'·
fy care whether they get back together.
sorry but Slick Rick
"~:;""':'~~~'-'.~:'
Anyway, the absolute highlight was to hear' did that song in
Kenny Rogers chilling on the 'countryside
1989, and quite betwith Wyclef. Although I despise country
ter also. Aside from
music, just as much as most other citizens
that stupidity,' Wyclef did a lot of work on
of NYC, one has to respect Wyclef for
this album. He has some extremely humorputting a country icon like Kenny Rogers
ous skits, perfect COllaborations, and a song
on a song that is just plain good. And just to
for everyone. Go out and get this quality
let the rest of the hip-hop community know
album, he deserves the sales.
that it does not end with Kenny Rogers,
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It becomes harder and harderto
keep my patience with these despicable
excuses for albums. As I was putting
this CD into my Discman, the fear of
what I expected was hovering over me.
I already had a nauseas tingling in my
stomach after the first track and it never
subsided. I couldn't help but smirk at
the ridiculous skit, which included Funk
Master Flex bad-mouthing journalists
for giving the Ruff Ryders sub-par
reviews. Firs! of all, those writers are
not "haters", as they were called, but
rather, truth-telling individuals who
know that the consumer will not stand
for wack beats and downright stupid
lyrics. That's right! Wack beats! Swizz
Beatz truly delivered the most embarrassing display of utter crap that quite
frankly was not shocking. His beats
have been heading nowhere for a while
now.

,_.....

Wyclefthrows in Earth, Wind & Fire, and
Whitney Houston as added bonuses. Take
that! While Wyclefmay not have off-the-
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A Disturbed Kittie Show

By Michael Ferrarella (mikeferrarella@mindspring.com)
The experience of attending my first concert, the Tattoo The Earth Tour stop at Giants Stadium on
July 20th has come and gone just as quickly. I am still ecstatic that I was able to attend, as not only did my
all-time favorite band, METALLICA, perform (admittedly my sale reason for going), but I got taste of some .
other great bands - a total of a little over 10 hours of fun.
My friend Dave picked me up at around 11: 15 for the drive out to New Jersey. Also attending the
concert were Dave's friends Mike and Joe, who I must say are both very cool guys. We arrived at Giants
Stadium around 12 noon, which left an hour to kill until the music would start. For the next hour, we walked'
around the parking lot with Dave trying to sell the two extra tickets he had (alas, they were never sold).
At 1:00, we entered the Giants Stadium parking lot, where the first stage was located. Some crappy
band was playing at the time, so we didn't stay by the stage for too long.
We ended up back by the stage when a band called Full Devil Jacket was playing. They were rather
good, but didn't play very long. Some bald guy who Joe called "Michael Stipe' (lead singer of REM) got on
stage to introduce Downset who are an awesome band. When they started playing, the crowd formed a circle
(a mosh pit) for folks to run around and throw around their arms and legs while enjoying the music. I had
the urge to run out there, but thought better of it because I wanted to stay in one piece for Metallica. I doubt
Dave, Mike and Joe would have wanted to drag my injured self around Giants Stadium. Downset played
only a couple of songs and were followed by a band called Mudvayne. Their bassist was good; otherwise,
the band was subpar. Heading inside and finally finding our seats, the first band we got to see was
Sepultura. They were awesome, and I really enjoyed them although I didn't know the lyrics to any of their
songs except 'Chaos A.D.' Not long after Sepultura started playing, there was a mass exodus of people from
our area, the lower mezzanine, who jumped the 8-foot wall onto the floor area. There must have been a
thousand people in all who did this, and the security was overwhelmed. They did catch a number of folks, but a very small amount, as compared to the number of people who'
jumped the wall.
The next band to take the stage was Sevendust. a band who has a couple of songs that I am familiar with. I was surprised that the lead singer is African-American, I
never pictured him that way.
Slayer was the next band to take the stage, and I enjoyed them a lot even though I didn't know a single one of their lyrics. The sun was directly in our eyes for nearly
their entire set: it wasn't until Slayer's encore that the sun had gone down.
Next up was Slipknot, who Dave, Mike and Joe are really into and I tried my best to get into. I didn't know any lyrics except tor the chorus to 'Wait and Bleed', but I
stood up for most of their set. At one point. the lead singer called for every one of the 42,000 people to sit on the floor, but it didn't happen. A few fans tried their luck, but were
quickly squashed by security who were more than ready for them. After waiting 10 minutes for people to jump the wall. Slipknot continued with whichever song they were playmg.
After Slipknot finished their set. madness broke out. I don't know if Slipknot finished early, or if Metallica just waited a long time, but there was about a 40-minute wait
between the two. SOMETHING had to fill the time, and SOMETHING most certainly did. Within 5 minutes, a fight broke out between two guys about 4 seats to the right of
Dave.
Mike started to get impatient at around the 35-minute mark, and I agreed the wait was quite long. I mentioned he'd know Metallica was starting when the intro started,
and within 5 minutes it did. With a toll of a bell, the moment I had been waiting two years for happened. "The Ecstasy of Gold," a song from some movie was their intra for
them to walk onto the stage, and literally every person in Giants Stadium went to their feet and remained that way for the entire set. The set list was AMAZING, with an exceptional.mix of mostly .their older songs.Although I do enjoy their softer songs, I was in the mood for some heavy-rocking tunes, and that is exactly what I got. Metallica started
with 'CreepingDeath," I found myselfheadbanging during this song, which is something I ordinarily do not
i almost fell down when I first started headbanging but 1 gained
my footing soon after and kept it up all night. On top of that, I played air guitar while headbanging, not caring that I really have no idea what the exact position a guitar is held.
It felt good to "let loose."
My legs were shaking from excitement during "Creeping Death" and through some of the next song, "For
Whom the Bell Tolls.' Next was 'Seek and Destroy', a song that demands fan participation when James
Hetfield sings "seeaaarrccchhhiinnnnnggg" and everyone replies with ""SEEK AND DESTROY!" "Fade to
Black" followed, a song that has not been played live in some time. James asks if we want heavy, and "Sad
But True' is the song played. James Hetfield then takes a break because of his back (he injured it snowboarding) and bassist Jason Newsted sings "Whiplash." "Whiplash" sounds great when growled by Jason.
James returned for some of the newer tunes, "Fuel", "No Leaf Clover" and "King Nothing." "No Leaf
Clover" was probably the softest song played that night. I went absolutely nuts when "Master of Puppets"
started; it's my all-time favorite Metallica song. They combined "Master" with "Sanitarium," giving it an
interesting twist. Last song before the quick break was "Battery," a song I don't know too well, but it didn't
matter. During the break, I rested my voice, which started losing strength from my screaming all the lyrics to
the previous songs.
Metallica returned with "Nothing Else Matters," which prompted people to hold their lighters to the sky.
Looking in front of me, I saw a couple kissing during the lyric " ...and nothing else matters" which made me
think of someone whom I once dedicated the song to. But her memory remained for mere moments and I
went right back to singing the song with all of my soul. Next was the track from the Mission Impossible 2
soundtrack called "I Disappear" which sounds infinitely better live. Immediately thereafter, fireworks began
to go off and explosions on the stage started, signaling that "One" was about to start. After "One," many
people started to leave for some reason. They missed out on the encores. Their loss. Dorks.
The first encore featured Metallica's cover of Bob"Seger's "Turn the Page" and then "Enter Sandman."
The final encore featured a medley of "Last Caress," "So What," and "Die, Die, My Darling." By the end of
the night, my voice was almost totally gone.

AC/DC ROCKS THE GARDEN
By Dave Martinez
Madison Square Garden
August 25, 2000
AC/DC still rocks the house. And
the funny thing is that they haven't changed
a thing since the late 70's. Can you say lasting power? I can.
This is the band I grew up idolizing. And there they were in the greatest
venue in the world, doing the same antics
that made them famous. Angus still in his
velvet English schoolboy uniform going on
ten minute solos and playing the guitar with
one hand
while hopping on a leg, Brian
.
Johnson still sounding like he rolls with Jack
Daniels and Remy Martin, bellowing out
lyrics that only a teenage rebel would love,
and Malcolm Young, Phil Rudd and Cliff
Williams still keeping the beats that keep the
fans rocking in their seats.
As soon as they opened with "You
Shook Me All Night Long," the chills ran up
my back and it finally hit me that I was there
seeing one of the greatest bands ever.
Everyone was in a frenzy and the
crowd' was unlike any crowd I have ever
seen! There were mullets everywhere! Its
like they creeped out of a time warp and
showed up one day only for AC/DC!
Among the mullets were a lot of young people, surprisingly to me considering that the
rock and roll scene is pretty dead in New
York and New Jersey. Just goes to show
their universal appeal.
"Thunderstruck" was amazing.
Angus pulled out that opening solo and the
crowd was on their feet. I mean, the electricity was absolutely overwhelming. They
followed that song with "Hard as a Rock"
which featured the sophomoric humor that
has made these guys famous. I mean, they
had monkeys banging on the screen for cry.

do.

ing out loud! How much more eighth grade
humor can you get?
At one point a fan ran on stage and
went after Brian Johnson, and Brian greeted
him with a HUG! A HUG! Talk about fan
appreciation! I would have been peeing on
myself if someone rushed me!
Angus then did his ceremonial
strip tease, where he rips off his schoolboy
uniform, and after about 5 minutes of teasing
the crowd with a moon, he finally did it,
only to reveal American flag-striped boxer
shorts.
"Hells Bells" was next on the
playlist and a huge bell came down from the
rafters which Brian Johnson ran and took a
flying swing on. The electricity continued
and the crowd continued to sing along with
every word.
They ended their regular set with
"Highway to Hell" which was accompanied
by a ton of pyro and an amazing ending solo
by Angus, where he was raised up in the air
on a platform.
For an encore, Angus came up .
slowly on a platform that was in the middle
of the stage and they hit off "TNT." The
crowd was absolutely electric, and it intensified for the last song "For Those.about to
Rock, We Salute You." That song was
accompanied with cannonball blasts from the
prop cannons on stage that gave a rumble to
each seat in the garden. It was absolutely
amazing.
Well, needless to say, this night
was absolutely memorable. The electricity
, was there, the crowd was up, and AC/DC
was the perfectly oiled machine its always
, -been known to be.
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I got home at 1:30 AM, feeling totally psyched from all the bands, especially Metallica. The whole day was
a lot of fun, but Metallica's performance made the night for me. I am very passionate about my music,
which is personified in my love of music by Metallica. At the end of the Metallica show, drummer Lars
Ulrich said that in 200 I there will be a new album AND a new tour. You KNOW I will be seeing Metallica
live at that tour regardless of whether or not they stop in New York.

By Dave Martinez
Irving Plaza
July 25, 2000
After a long day at Ozzfest in
New Jersey the day before, which included
a
drive there at nine in the morning and a
drive back around eleven at night, with
a little bit of walking and jumping in
unbearable heat in between, I decided to
be a trooper and see Kittie and Disturbed at
Irving Plaza after a twelve hour
work day. I f anyone ever questions my
love for music, please read that last
sentence over again.
Anyway, the show was absolutly
amazing all around. The crowd was up and
ready to go when Disturbed got on stage to
open up the festivities.
Disturbed has gained an amazing
following for a band that was totally
underground just 3 months ago. They have
been
making
waves all
over the
music

industry
and are
regularly
number
one on KRocks
Sick Six at Nine countdown, an
all-request countdown of the most popular
songs of the day. The band consists
of frontman David Draiman, Dan Donegan
on guitar and electronics, Fuzz on bass,
and Mike Wengren behind the drums and
in charge of programming.
These guys had enough electricity between them to light a room up themselves. Draiman is a total maniacal front. man ·who draws you in with each movement he makes and each word he spits. He
sings with such raw emotion that you can't
help but be drawn to what he is saying.
Donegan as well has that insane stage presence that makes him stand out. His style is
unique and very hard hitting. The band as a
whole just completely takes you over.
Songs such as "Down with the
Sickness," "Voices," 'The Game," and the
most
requested song on K-Rock, "Stupify," sent
the crowd into a slamdancing frenzy,
Arms were flailing, legs were upended, and
voices were screaming along with
every word Drairnan shelled out. Not bad
for an opening band, don't you think?
When their set was done, the
wait was on for Kittie. Now, word had it
that
last time they were at Irving, they completely dropped the ball and sounded
horrible. I, for one, only liked one song off
their CD Spit and thatwast'Brackish.T'So
that was really double against them in my
eyes. My expectations, naturaly, were low.
Fortunately, they proved me

'\,f"tJ J 1'.1
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crowd just went absolutly insane.
Everyone
seemed to come alive, and, naturally, every
guy rushed the front barracade to
get a close look at these four beauties. And
yes, I was one of those guys.
Naturally.
Being squashed right on the barmeade railsand seeing Kittie from merely
a
seven-foot distance, I was fortunate
enough to see the true talent behind their
act. Lead singer and guitarist Morgan
Lander cempletely blew me away. Their
CD
doesn't do her any justice at all. Her voice
is incredibly powerful and
overwhelmingly raw, whereas the CD at
certain points makes her sound like .sb~j~
a little girl trying to be loud. From her first
words on, she was screaming oue'
lyrics that would have left the biggest man
in the venue with a hoarse throat.
All the
while, she
is playing
the guitar
at demons
speed and
playing up
to the
crowd.
Now that s
a talented
woman.
Their drummer, Mercedes
Lander, is another person in the group who
gets
absolutely no credit. She is the root of
their amazing insanity with her primal
drum beats that just leave you feeling the
pounding right to the core of your heart.
The beautiful Fallon Bowman on guitar
and backup vocals and the equaJJy gorgeous ,
Talena Atfield on bass kept the hard-hitting
style alive throughout the night.
This whole tour centered around
their second single off of Spit,
"Charlotte," which was by far one of the
most memorable songs of the night.
"Brackish,' their breakthrough hit single of
the summer, also brought the crowd
into a frenzy. Other songs such as "Spit"
and "Choke" rounded out a set that
was absolutely adrenaline-drenched. They
had the crowd eating out of their hands
all night, a crowd that was made up mostly
of highly critical nineteen- to twenty-five
year- old males. Goes to show how far
they have come along.
'
.Whether it be Disturbed or Kittie
headlining, you will not be disappointed.
Both bands have that entrancing presence
and sound that doesn't let you go. You
can't miss with either one of these talented
ensembles. Check them out next
time they are in town.
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by: Jon Minners

Contributing Writer
Remember Bust-A-Groove
for the Playstation. I laughed at my
friend when he said that game was
good. The minute I played it, I
became addicted to it. I loved the
soundtrack and the dance-offs were
great, but it was missingsomething.
A point. Why was I playing other
than to win? Space Channel 5 has
a point and it is just as addictive
and fun.
Dreamcast has been an innovator in the gaming industry. They
showed. that with this game. It features Ulala, a dancing machine,
who also happens to be a new
reporter for a television show.
Armed with a mic and some dancing shoes, Ulala takes on the investigation into some evil aliens called
Morolians who are forcing people
to dance. She must blow them
away whilealso saving those under
their dance spell. How does she do
this? Well,she must out dance them
c

of course. Haven't you been paying attention? So, to stop these
Morolians, you have to match their
every dance step in a Simon Says
type game for dancing. You must
match the exact steps and timing or
youwilllose out. Just knowing the
moves isn 't enough and do 11.0t
makethemistake of shooting the
dancing prisoners when you are
supposed to be rescuing then. I
made that mistake several times.
Oops!
Still, I had loads of fun playing
and trying to correct my mistakes.
Themusic is incredible and sounds
like the 60's or 70's in nature. It
had memoving to the beat as I had
Ulala dancing to save lives.. This
game is thetype of game that brings
a smile to your face as you play
because it is just that damn cool
and fun. The words are catchy
when dancing. Hearing Ulalasay,
left, left, right, chu, chu, chu (chu
means
shoot),
was
pretty
cool,because it just gets into your
head and you find yourself washing .dishes at, night, singing, left,

ers will

That is the price you pay for good answer that question.
This pinball game kicks ass, as I
gammg.
Badseed's Bottomline: 4.5 out never got tired of it. I just kept on
of 5. I totally loved this game. It playing. The only thing that would
kicked Bust-A-Groove's ass and have been cooler was if they had
that game kicked some ass as well. 'different tables to compete in for each
Why not a perfect score, city, but beggars can't be choosers.
then? Well, it is a rather quick Besides for $9.99, I didn't mind. I
game and it is so good, youwant could buy another game in their
more to play. I haven't beaten it series and get more exciting pinball
yet, but I can see that it will ·lose action.
This is one ofthe most intricate pinsome flavor when I do. Because
once you get everything right, it ball' games I have ever played with .
becomes too easy. At least some- loads of extra, visual shots, and diaone used to playing Dreaincast logue, mimicking real pinball
games may find it that easy. Still, machine action. The graphics are'
this game is quite addictive and I very detailed and up to six balls can
am sure the sequel will be even be played simultaneously, making for
more addictive and longer, so we some intense action. Dolby Surround
can have more to enjoy. This game sound also adds to this exciting game.
Badseed's Bottomline: 3 * out of
is a true pleasure to play and it
looks like Lara Croft will have to . 5. This game is great, but there is
watch out with Ulala looking to only one table and I would have liked
take her place as the next video to have seen more to choose from. I
game sex symbol. Men will enjoy would also like to see the balls move
watching her dance, while women faster. The game play is still fantastic
will enjoy controlling a hip girl and very addictive. The sound is
incredible and there are so many tarwho has the tools to save the day.
So .put on your dancing shoes or gets to hit and goals to achieve.
grab a controller and help keep Sometimes you don't need guns or
Space Channel 5 on the air.
aliens and Lara Croft to make a game
worth playing. And they said pinball
was dead.
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INTERACTIVE
by: Jon Minners
Contributing Writer

Take-Two Interactive is an
interesting company that releases
games for the Playstation at $9.99
when other companies are releasing
games in the range of $30-$40. Yes
Virginia, there is an alternative to the
ever increasing prices of video games
out there. Still, many do not know
much about this company, and when
they do hear about them, they often
bursh them aside as if they don't
exist.
Why? Well, cheaper is often times
not better and at $9.99. there is a reason to believe that many of their
games would be rather cheesy, containing bad graphics., sound and horrible game play, but that is not necessarily the case with this company.
Take-Two Interactive is making a
name for themselves and putting
some pressure on the higher priced
video games we may just start passmg over.
What follows is a review of four of
their most recent releases:Ball
Breakers: This is a very interesting
type of game. Set in a futuristic
world, you are a convict who must
compete in battles against other convicts. Only problem is, your legs have
been cut off and replaced with a ball:
Think Gladiator, but with a ball guid. ing you in battle.
You have been sentenced to life in

prison and must compete in these
types of gladiator contests to move
up in the system and earn your freedom. There are six characters to
choose from, each containing specific attributes, combo attacks, and
moves. You choose one that will
compete in 80 levels, taking place in
10 incarceration facilities. You start
off in one and as you get past each
level., new facilities open up and you
move' on. Bonus levels open up as
you do even better,
Right from the beginning of the
game, the opening cinema lets you
know this game is different as you
watch a convict's legs get cut offonly
to be replaced with a ball. Then you
are ready for competition. Each
competition. offers a different aspect
that keeps things interesting; from
battling other
convicts in a fight, to Rollerjam like
competition. And there is so much
more. There is plenty to keep you
occupied in Ball Breakers.
Badseed's Bottomline: 5 out of 5.
This game is crazy addictive and is
extremely fun to play. It has an interesting premise and brings a new type
of sports game that is exciting and
challenging. The graphics are also
pretty nice, making this one of those
guilty pleasures that will keep you
playing for hours.
Action Bass: This is the sore
spot of the four games. I don't really
like fishing games, but Sega Fishing
beat all games out and makes anyJ

thing else look amateurish. The
graphics are nice here. The game
play has the right idea, but it becomes
too hard as it is virtually impossible
to get enough fish in the alloted time
given. Many magazines have given
this a good rating, but you know
Badseed has principles to stand by.
This game is not worth the buy, and it
must be told.
Badseed's Bottomline: lout of 5.
It looks nice and there is even an
aquarium mode to look at the fish
you caught during free play, but without a rod controller, your aquarium is
empty. Without the special controller, things become too hard. It is
virtually impossible to catch a fish
'and the requirement necessary to
make it to the next round is too much
to obtain. How can I catch 300
ounces offish, when it is hard enough
to catch 30? Why play this game
when I can play Sega Bass Fishing.
Pro
Pinball
Fantastic
Journey: I love pinball. There is
rarely a pinball game that I play on
the computer that I don't love. I have
never played one on the Playstation
. before. Enter Pro Pinball and their
fantastic series of pinball games that
are on the Playstation.
The idea of this game is to travel
across the US from New York to San
Francisco, covering 16 major cities,
to compete in a race back to New
York. You are battling other bigger,
faster and better cars than your meager taxi. Can you beat them., Your

Ita

Spin Jam: This game is so
cool. It reminds me of Tetris in
terrns of addictability. It reminds
me of Bust-A-Move in terms of
game play. I was generally surprised at how good it is.
You compete as one of many
funny looking characters. You must
attach same-colored bubbles to one
another to get them to pop. At the
same time, you must also knock
other bubbles into same-colored
bubble collectors so that they pop.
When you get all the bubble col.lectors to pop, you move on to the
next level. This requires quick
reaction time as well as strategic.
maneuvering, or your bubbles will
pile up, causing you tolose.
There are a variety of modes to
play in this game. Story modes
have you traveling the Spin Jam
Universe in an effort to save it from
an evil boss. You can battle against
a friend or go one on one with the
CPU and his dastardly ways.
There is so much to do with this
game, that if you get tired
of one mode, there is sti 11 more you
can do. The Spin Jam universe
never lets you down.
Badseed's Bottomline: 5 out of
5. I can't stop playing this game.
Just when I think. I can't do any
better, I do and then I must try
again to beat my last score. .I
haven't needed to play a game so
bad since Tetris.
I still go
to meetings for that.
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and financial services to corprations, governments, institutions and individuals worldwide.
The Technology Division offers undergraduates unique' opportunities to create the technology that is reshaping the
world's financial markets.
Facts: 3,000 people across 21 countries, $1.6 billion per year investmen'in technology..
We offer real opportu nities:
-To work side by side with business partners on technology that brings creative business strategies to life. ".0
-To be part of a team of dynamic, bright people who will challenge you and the technoLogy you develop to make
the most of business opportunities.
eTa develop in a fast-paced yet supportive environment that welcomes new people and ideas.
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To find out more please visit the

Goldman Sachs Technology
Booth at the

Baruch College Career Fair
T~ursday,

September 28, 2000

MINDS.WI'DE DPEN~
·www.ga.cam
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The First Layer

Fine &Fe~orming Arts

My first day I was excited by the gleam
Tall buildings, yellow cabs, pizza for $1.25
Trains instead of bars made it easier to hit the bars
Left Cali, now I'm experiencing NYC
.
But, was unaware of the forces that controlled New York's schemes
No, it's no the mob that is threatening me
But rather this institution that is teaching me
Not elevating my mentality
But rather conforming me to mainstream American Society

IS Holding

I stepped forward and laughed as I warned him
" Professor you can't market me."
I'm an individual who wants to remain free
Now I study Philosophy
As I elevate my mind, I fight these bureaucratic lies
Deceiving students to make them believe everything is fine
But, I am not blind
I see through their lies with my third eye
Projecting the truth with these written line

By: Tribulation
Rising up, out from the warm soil .,
A fury of beauty implied
Wailing the screams of a true man's impression
"I thought, I fought, I had the idea" .
Carving out with a harsh ease
The life that will lead to the "Reality Of Intense"
The cries are no longer of any meaning
What's left is the realization of a falsehood
The falsehood of a true man's impression

See the truth lies behind closed doors
Where you need a bureaucratic title to express your mental
I've had many and use it to help the poor, the ignorant,
And place a conscious on their corrupted souls

tor the Fa)1,2000 production oL.....
f
•

As I use my bureaucratic title to enter the president's conference room
My emotions turn to gloom
For I know what wi II happen soon
Sitting in a huge chair made for a judge
I eat my gourmet cookies, sip my coffee
As I watch the politics proceed
Hello, how are you?
Did you get my e-mail?
I wanted to meet soon

.

It's scary to see corruption move
It's like the plague, where everyone will loose, except for the chosen few
For this disease will determine whether or not
A professor will receive a paid leave

lO) A~~tlt~l 1~~~

The Weissman Center for International Business
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See, research equals money
That's why most professors teach nothing and are boring
It does not matter that a professor can teach
As long as he gets published in ink

MITSUI & COMPANY (U.S.A.)
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Cathleen Santosis
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Wednesday, September27th, 2000
12:15-1:45 PM ...
Room 1200 - 360Park Avenue South
(Sandwiches & Dnaka Served)

Room #911
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By: Tribulation

The brightest point of my existence
Only contains resistance of reality
I'd rather blindly live this life
Than know why my pain severs so
I certainly know that those beasts wander about
And grope for my very soul
Strange enough, there's comfort in the ignorance that I loathe,
Analyzing myself only turns to tears
While the smears of truth are stabbing at my chest
How can I battle between the truth and its foe?
They are just too strong and they always overcome
I've decided that I cannot fight
I just cannot fight anymore

Couldn't waste a speech on age and major.
For this is my opportunity to set the first layer

e-CDMMERCE
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The Stru&&le

For my passion and hatred is in politics
I love to teach the ignorant
Many call me an activist
Place whatever label you wish
I am me and feel confident

THE FUTURE' OF

IFI

True Man's Impression

I

\
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You don't need to be like this, when it's this cold outside
Useless words with no responses
A declaration for you
Doesn't the sweetness phase you?
It's so nice here
You make it look more celestial than it already is.
Do I want a proposal you ask?
Maybe, maybe that would be my satisfaction for tonight.
The bright blue light intoxicates me
A celestial star, finally once again not mine.
I told you
I told you, you don't need to be like this,
When it's this cold outside.

~

By: Tribulation
Where lies the importance of our existence?
Our' knees are bloody and red
With hopes of some strong council's answer
The blasphemer seems to have completeness
And our rest is of such a far off distance
Now we lay ourselves down with our pores soaked
The end is so close, but not for us
At one point happiness is our lives
But those days are always long gone
Take us, for we are broken,
Take '¥, for our limbs are swollen
Take us in our very shame
Take us out as if we're the same

.
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A pha And Omega

I've grown absolutely tired of
walking into the classrooms, here at
Baruch College, and taking a seat while
waiting for a teacher that can't even communicate in English. I think as paying
students we. owe it to ourselves, and to
our nation's security, to check whether
these professors have green cards.
Speaking of classrooms, has anyone
noticed the large quotation on top of the
stage of our beloved Mason Hall? Just in
case you shamefully didn't care enough
to read it, it states: "He that getteth wisdom loveth his own soul. He that keepeth
understanding shall find good." I think it
should read: "He that getteth wisdom
loveth to spend too much money. He that
keepeth understanding is a goddamned
genius, because I don't understandeth a
syllable of the thick-accented gibberish
that these professors are babbling.
Next on the agenda is the MTV
Music Awards. First of all, I want to give
big props to Papa Roach for his awesome
performance. Props to Britney Spears'
outfit, and supreme props to Eminem's

well deserved awards. I heard that later
on in the show, Em's mom ran on stage
to pick up the pills he dropped on the
floor! You just have to love seeing
Napster's co-founder, Shawn Fanning,
wearing a big smile and a Mettalica Tshirt. I just couldn't help but throw two
huge middle fingers at the screen every
time I saw Lars Ulrich. His vile attempts
to rid the world ofNapster make me sick.
In closing, what's the deal with
the new Mystical song, called "Shake Ya
Ass',? How can that nonsense get airplay
on any radio station? It has to be the
worst excuse for a song that I have beam
all year. The video is even worse. There
are just a bunch of half-naked women, in
a mansion, wearing masks. The video
uses the same concept as Stanley
Kubrick's "Eyes Wide Shut". It is a true
wonder how some people, disguised as
artists, get record deals.
I would like to end this first
piece by saying, if you are offended by
anything that has been said, I couldn't
care less and trust me, you haven't seen
anything, yet. Remember, this is not the
news; it's just the truth. Peace!
-Tribulation

NAPSTER: SHARING OR STEALING?
by: Michael Ferrarella
Unless you have been living on a deserted island in the middle of Siberia for the
past year, you have most likely at least
heard about Napster. Using the Napster
program, one connects to a central server
and gains access to other users' mp3 files
and can download CD-clear, full versions
of songs that one would regularly have to
buy an album to obtain. Lawsuits from
the Recording Industry Association of
America (RIAA) and recording artists
Metallica and Dr. Ore have led to controversies regarding the use of Napster, and
strong opinions from both sides.
The underlying principle of all Napster
lawsuits is that Napster violates copyright
infringement, which it does. When one
copyrights something, the owner decides
how and where the copyrighted material
can be used and distributed. Consider
Metallica's music, for example. Many are
under the misconception that radio music
is played for free. However, as with all
artists, they receive compensation for
having their music played on the radio, as
well as having music released onto full
CDs, CD singles, and the sort, and likewise decide whether to have the music
distributed in these media. Thus,
MetaJlica has the right to say "No, we
don't want our music to be distributed on
Napster" and they have full right to do
so. Deviating from the artist's wishes is
copyright infringement. Simple as that.
Read the copyright laws and you will
understand completely.
Napster's troubles go back to the day
they went from being a college student's
software to being an actual company,
Interested in making profits, Napster
became a company that would try to
make these profits through illegal means,
these being copyright infringement. To
refute such a statement, Napster claims

the purpose of its users copying is "noncommercial," without any "financial
gain" and that their program promotes
"fair use" methods such as sampling. The
"non-commercial" statement is not supported by case law and instead supports
the finding that making a copy to avoid
paying for a work is considered to be
commercial gain. The No Electronic
Theft Act (NET) defines "financial gaIn"
which includes "the receipt, or expectation of receipt, of anything of value,
including the receipt of other copyrighted
works." (In Napster terminology, violation of the above-mentioned laws is considered "sharing.") Also, making a complete, potentially permanent copy of
music is not sampling, and no court has
ever found to be otherwise. The use of
sampling is what one tends to find at
amazon.com or CDnow.com, hearing a
sample of the song before you purchase a
CD. The Copyright Act prohibits such
streaming without a license, which is
why streaming is not found on every
website. Recording artists Metallica and
Dr. Ore have joined the RIAA's fight
against Napster in order to prove that
along with being illegal, use of Napster
will hurt those involved in the music
industry.

STAR'S ASYLUM
BY: MAYLING
ANY COMMENTS:
MTIANGA@AOL.COM
-

An Asylum; An institution for the care
of the mentally ill......" Our minds are
these intertwined confined spirals that
only makes sense to us. So as I write for
the Asylum, OUR ASYLUM, a regular
girl from Queens, I feel right at home.
The Fall semester has dreadfully
arrived on us. The year will take its
course, familiar faces will meet with the
occasional blank look wondering who
should say hi first, with the constant fear
of rejection. Each Baruch building will
have poured their hard work and perspiration into the creation of these songs,
and deserve to receive the due compensation for their work. Lars Ulrich has
acknowledged that Metallica has enough
money to live the rest of their lives on, so
they don't "need' the money, but lesserknown bands who are just getting started
need this money to keep producing more
songs and hopefully move into a more
comfortable financial situation. The ones
who are continually overlooked in the
"Who will get hurt" debate are those who
work 40-60 hours per week making $10
an hour and live in modest houses or
apartments and have families to take care
of. What happens to these people when
they are cut out of the picture? Do they
fit into the "greedy/have too much
money" argument?
"I like music, so why can't I get it for
free?" This is the argument in Napster's
favor that I hear most often. Using this
logic, I like pizza so I ought to be able to
walk into one of the local pizzerias and
say "give me my pizza" and then take it.
Such an idea is absurd. In the real world,
just taking something is called stealing,
and this does not change just because you
are online. The guys in the pizzeria
deserve to receive money for their work,
as do musicians; neither work for free.
This also applies to those who say, "I
shouldn't have to buy an entire album for
two good songs and the rest filler." Here
is an idea: how about buying the album
and giving the whole thing a try? You

TICKER aSyLuM SEPI'EMBER 18, 2000

be flowing with the usual socializing
cliques and, just maybe, maybe some
studying will be done.
So as I realize that we are the "Dazed
and Confused," I direct my reviews and
commentaries to those "Pinks, Mitch
Kramers, Slaters, Jodi's and O'Bannons"
who can relate to an average 19 year old
realist as well as a dreamer. So as
Brandon Boyd, my precious angel, from
the band Incubus would say,"Make yourself." We are who we are. What other
better place than the Asylum, I mean
Baruch, should we be at our college
years?

might find other songs that you like other
than the "radio songs" you bought the
album for. If you are so opposed to entire
albums, buy the CD single. Taking the
song is not the solution. This doesn't
work anywhere else but online. What if I
went to
,. the store and saw the Star Trek
Movie box set, of which I only like the
second and third movies. I don't want to
buy the whole box set, so I just take the
second and third movies. I could buy
them separately, but I want them for free.
The premise is exactly the same as taking
free music via Napster. The only difference is while I get caught by store security, you are sitting at home not getting
caught. Stealing is stealing, regardless of
how it is accomplished.
Is there any way to solve this Napster
dilemma? Indeed there is, and it the solution is quite simple. If Napster wants to
stay in business, they need to merely
cease the illegal activities done using
their software: the "sharing" of files.
They could continue their legal activities
.of chat rooms, message boards, and new
artists program. A claim by Napster that
they cannot continue their business without the file "sharing" ought to raise some
eyebrows. As the RIAA website states,
" ...[I]f a business cannot be operated
within the bounds of the Copyright Act,
then perhaps the question of its legitimate
existence needs to be addressed."

,.

Bjork

The Baruch
College
Entrepreneurship
COl11petition

Catherine Deneuve
"Astonishing! An exhilarating anc;t
original work of cinema. A triumph
JJ
of form, content, and artistic inlegrity
a
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I know you have opinions of your own
about Napster. I want to hear them! Send
to me at mikeferrarella@mindspring.com

You may qualify for as much as
$50,000 to help start your Business

Register Now

Those who claim that the use of Napster
will not hurt anyone in the music industry seem to be confused as to just who
WILL be hurt. The common argument
often sounds like "Metallica/the Music
industry are just greedy/have too much
money." If you are to say that, I ask who
you are to accuse them of greediness and
decide they have too much money? They
make a living just like you and I. Just
because they have more money than you
or I does not mean they don't dese'Ve to
get paid for what they do. Where the
artists get hurt is in the fact that they

Visit the Baruch College Web site:
WWV!.baruch.cuny.edu/bcec/index.html

If you still have questions after viewing the
web site,
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STARTS FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 22 AT UEITERS EVERYWHERE

